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FLEXO FILE GUIDELINES 
 

 
BLEED 

 
Art that has colors or shapes extending to the die cut 
must have bleed applied to it. If there isn’t bleed and 
the die cut shifts slightly, a white gap may occur 
along the edge of the label. By adding a standard 
bleed of 1/16" (illustration on the right), there will 
still be color on all sides even if the die moves. 
 
Sheeted or square corner labels may need special adjustments when art is to bleed off the edge. 
When a flexographic print plate wraps around its cylinder, the seam where the two ends meet or 
“butt” will always leave a slight gap. This gap results in a small, unprinted area, which will 
appear on the edge of the final printed label as a white line. The location of this butt line varies 
depending on the label unwind. There are several ways in which to minimize or eliminate this 
white line. 
 
1. Leave a 1/16” or more white border around the label. (The plate seam will be hidden in the 

border.) 
2. Print a separate spot of ink over the seam line. (This approach involves a separate plate and 

works only on certain colors. On most, it only accentuates the problem since most colors 
darken with a second coat of color. In the illustration below we added a black border to 
simulate this. This is only an option were a solid color is to bleed off. Results may vary.) 

3. Add a tab area in which the butt line will land. (Size of tab area may vary. Tab area will be 
discarded.) 

4. Print your design on round corner labels. (This will allow the seam to be hidden in the strip-
out areas while still allowing your design to bleed off the edge of the label. The standard 
corner radius is 1/8" as shown below. Dies can be ordered with a radius as small as 1/64".  
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MINIMUM SIZES 
 
TYPE: We recommend using no less than 4 pt. text, especially when reversed out of a solid 
background. We also recommend using bold fonts for reverse text and avoiding fonts with serifs, 
which may fill in if reversed. Where text reverses out of more than one color, a key line may 
need to be added to keep text legible due to registration tolerances. 

LINES: Avoid using less than a 0.5 pt. rule. A rule finer than 0.5 pt. that has no copy near it may 
print wavy due to lack of support on the printing plate. Reverse rules less than 0.5 pt. may fill-in 
especially if there are large solid areas in the same color on the label. Key lines around text or 
objects should be no less than 0.75 pt. thick. 

 
 
GRADIENTS & SCREENS 
 

Gradients and screened colors should carry a 
minimum of 1% through the highlights. A smooth 
blend of color to no color at all Illustration 1 
represents how a gradient abruptly stops where 
there are 1% screen ends. The example shown in 
illus. 2 represents the same art carrying 1% 
through the center. 
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PRESS MOVEMENT 
 
Wherever two colors meet they must overlap slightly (trap) to 
compensate for any movement. This ensures there will be no white 
between the colors. In the bottom example to the right, the orange color 
is trapped into the purple (light into dark). Standard flexo trap when 
printing on paper is .010" and .012” when printing on film. You do not 
need to supply files trapped; we will determine and apply the necessary 
trap to your files based on the printing process involved. 
The fish illustrates the result of trapping. The purple outline appears 
darker due to the orange trapping into the purple. Elements too small to 
trap, like the scales on the fish, will overprint as shown in the bottom 
example, resulting in a color change. 
 
 
VECTOR ART 
 
It is preferred that text or non-photo elements be supplied as vector art (outlines) and/or editable 
text. Vector art consists of shapes and/or text that can easily be manipulated and edited. In the 
example below, the background image is the only item supplied as a raster image, the remaining 
copy is vector art. 
 

 
 
REVERSE TEXT 
 
If text reverses out of four-color process, or one spot color abuts 
another, a key line should be added utilizing a color that exists 
in the layout. If this isn’t done, the text may appear distorted as 
shown in the example to the left. If it is reversed out of four-
color process the image may appear blurry or less legible. A 
0.75 pt key line is preferred. 
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PROCESS OR SPOT? 
 
Often times, converting four-color process to spot colors, will result in better quality print. In the 
example below, separating the graphics as five spot colors rather than four process colors, will 
improve the print registration, and result in more vibrant and consistent color through the length 
of the run, and from run to run.  
 

 


